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Wow! 

Seeing that the two were going to have a test, the surrounding guards were so excited 
that they all gathered around. 

You must know that Yue Feng and Wei Dongxun in front of them, one is a popular 
person beside the princess, and they have extraordinary ability to help the princess 
succeed the throne smoothly. 

The competition between them is really exciting. 

This Yue Feng… 

and Yan Luobing on the side, frowned, looking at Yue Feng with complicated eyes. 

Why is this Yue Feng trying to save me? 

Even if it is to save me, I have no good intentions… 

Thinking of this, Yan Luobing couldn’t help shouting at Yue Fengjiao: “Yue Feng, don’t 
play tricks, I would rather die than go with you.” Yue Feng was insidious and despicable, 
and could not fall into his hands no matter what. 

Uh…. 

Hearing this, Yue Feng was speechless and ignored it at the time. 

At this time, Wei Dongxun looked at Yue Feng and said, “Mr. Yue Feng, how are you 
going to compete?” When he spoke, Wei Dongxun’s eyes were full of approval. 

This Mr. Yue Feng seems to be thin, but he can agree to compete with me. This 
courage is really admirable. 

call! 

Yue Feng exhaled softly, looked around, and finally pointed to a boulder in front of the 
rockery and said, “Well, let’s compare who can lift this stone, how about that? 

” The understatement of the face. 

What? 



Hearing this, both Wei Dongxun and the guards present were all taken aback. When I 
saw this huge rock, it was three or four meters high, and I was afraid it weighed a 
thousand jin. How could an ordinary person lift it? 

Wei Dongxun was also buzzing in his head. 

This boulder, with its own strength, is afraid that it will only be possible to lift it if it needs 
to explode. However, Mr. Yue Feng looks so thin and his strength is average, how can 
he lift it? 

The surrounding guards also thought so, and they all thought that Yue Feng was crazy. 

A lunatic! 

Yan Luo gave Yue Feng a cold look, and couldn’t help muttering in her heart. Like 
everyone around her, she also felt that Yue Feng was making a splash, and it was 
impossible to lift this boulder. 

No… 

The next second, Yan Luobing thought about it and felt that it was wrong. Although she 
didn’t have much contact with Yue Feng, she also knew that he never did anything 
unsure. 

“Mr. Yue Feng!” 

At this moment, Wei Dongxun came to his senses and looked at Yue Feng seriously: 
“Are you sure you want to use this boulder as a bet?” Bravery, with an 80% confidence 
that he can lift it up when he burst out, he was just curious about Yue Feng. 

Yue Feng smiled slightly: “Of course, how can this kind of thing be a joke? I’ll come first, 
no problem.” 

Phew! 

Seeing that he was so sure, Wei Dongxun took a deep breath and nodded, “Okay!” 

At this moment, a guard walked up to Yue Feng and whispered, “Mr. Yue Feng, this 
boulder is estimated to weigh thousands of pounds. Heavy, I think it’s better not to take 
risks, let’s try another way.” 

When he said this, the guard looked worried. He admired Yue Feng very much, and 
naturally he didn’t want anything to happen to him. 

“It’s all right!” 



Hearing this dissuasion, Yue Feng looked indifferent and smiled: “I have my own 
measure.” 

Seeing that he was stubborn, the guard was very helpless, and it was difficult to 
persuade him at that time, so he stepped aside with a sigh. 

So mysterious… 

Seeing Yue Feng’s confident face, Yan Luobing was very disgusted and couldn’t help 
but cursed inwardly, and at the same time was a little curious how he would lift the 
boulder later. 

At this moment, Wei Dongxun made a gesture of invitation towards Yue Feng: “Mr. Yue 
Feng, please first.” 

Hmm! 

Yue Feng nodded, then rolled up his sleeves and walked to the boulder, put his ear on 
it, and listened carefully, and then said something to himself. 

Seeing this scene, everyone around was secretly amazed. 

What is Mr. Yue Feng doing? 

Wei Dongxun was also surprised and couldn’t help but say, “Mr. Yue Feng, what are 
you doing?” 

Haha! 

Yue Feng smiled slightly and pretended to be mysterious: “I’m talking to the stone, tell it, 
don’t crush me when I’m running out of strength.” 

When he said this, Yue Feng looked serious, but his eyes Flashing cunning. 

In fact, Yue Feng was deliberately pretending to confuse everyone. 
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What? 

Hearing Yue Feng’s words, both Wei Dongxun and the surrounding guards were 
stunned, their eyes filled with incredulity. 

This stone is dead, how can people communicate with the stone? 



At the same time, Yan Luobing was also frowning, but she felt that she could no longer 
guess the man in front of her, was it possible to communicate with Shishi? Simply 
ridiculous. 

But…how he did it, he must have no deep meaning. 

“This…” 

At this moment, Wei Dongxun reacted and looked at Yue Feng in surprise: “Mr. Yue 
Feng, this… communicates with the stone? It’s unheard of, the stone is a dead thing, 
how can… ..” 

Before he could finish speaking, Yue Feng interrupted with a smile: “Hehe, Commander 
Wei only knows one, but he doesn’t know the second, in the eyes of many people, 
stones are dead things, but they don’t know that all things are. All have spirits.” 

“People in many places have the custom of worshipping mountain gods and river gods. 
Do you want to tell them that mountains are dead things, and there are no mountain 
gods at all?” 

For a while, Yue Feng talked, Many people around nodded silently. 

Hearing these words, Wei Dongxun also nodded subconsciously: “Sir, what you said 
does have some truth.” 

Hehe… 

But at this time, Yan Luobing couldn’t help but chuckle, this Yue Feng again Talking 
nonsense. At the same time, it also appeared in my mind that when he was in the 
stronghold, Yue Feng also used his three-inch tongue to gain his own trust… 

“Mr. Yue Feng!” 

At this moment, the crowd did not know which one The guard couldn’t help shouting, 
“Have you discussed it with it?” The words were full of curiosity. 

At the same time, the eyes of other people around were also watching Yue Feng 
closely, each of which was extremely novel. It is the first time that people can 
communicate with stones. 

Haha… 

Yue Feng laughed and responded, “It’s done.” 



After that, Yue Feng looked at Wei Dongxun and said, “Commander Wei, I need to 
trouble you to wait, although I have discussed with Shi Shi, But I still need to rest for a 
while and warm up.” 

Seeing Yue Feng saying this, Wei Dongxun couldn’t put it off, he nodded immediately 
and said, “Okay!” Seriously, if it was someone else who was so troublesome, Wei 
Dongxun has long been impatient. 

But Yue Feng was different. He was an honored guest by the Queen’s side, so he 
naturally had to give three points. 

“Thank you!” 

Yue Feng smiled slightly, then looked at Yan Luobing: “Let her accompany me and rest 
in the room for a while, Commander Wei won’t stop him?” 

Hu… 

Wei Dongxun took a deep breath, After thinking for a while, he looked at the room next 
to him and nodded in agreement. He was not afraid that Yue Feng would let Yan 
Luobing leave, after all, there were guards all around the room. 

Seeing his promise, Yue Feng stopped talking nonsense and greeted Yan Luobing into 
the room. 

However, Yan Luobing did not move, looked at Yue Feng’s eyes, unable to hide the 
hostility, and said coldly, “What tricks are you playing?” 

Yue Feng walked over with a wry smile and whispered: ” If you don’t want to be 
executed, just come into the room with me, don’t ask so many questions. You also saw 
that this commander Wei wants to execute you. If I can find a way to deal with him, you 
are already under the knife.” 

“I know you don’t believe me, but this is your only chance to survive.” 

When he said this, Yue Feng lowered his voice and looked sincere. 

Hearing these words, Yan Luobing pondered for a while, and then entered the room 
without saying a word. Speaking of which, she didn’t believe in Yue Feng, but she didn’t 
want to die under Wei Dongxun’s sword just like that. 

Seeing her compromise, Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief, and then quickly followed 
in. 

Crunch! 



After entering the room, Yue Feng closed the door first, and then quickly fumbled from 
his body. 

“You…” Seeing this scene, Yan Luobing thought he was taking off his clothes, and 
immediately became tense, and said in shock and anger, “What are you doing?” 

Uh… 

Seeing her nervous look, Yue Feng was very speechless, and immediately said with a 
smile: “What do you think I’m going to do? Have a wedding with you?” This woman is 
too nervous. When I moved a little bit, I was suspicious. 

“Shameless…” 

Hearing this, Yan Luobing’s delicate face suddenly turned red, and she couldn’t help but 
spat. 

“Well, I’m shameless, you are noble!” Yue Feng was too lazy to argue with her, he said 
to himself, and then took out a few pills from his body. 
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These medicinal herbs were collected from Nuliha’s study when Yue Feng just checked 
the General’s Mansion. 

Elixir? 

Seeing these medicinal pills, Yan Luobing was stunned, and at the same time realized 
that she had misunderstood Yue Feng just now, and felt a little embarrassed, but she 
was arrogant and did not show it on her face at all. 

“Come on, help me crush these medicinal pills!” 

At this time, Yue Feng spread a piece of paper on the table, put the medicinal pills on it, 
then took a ruler next to him, and said to Yan Luobing: ” You have to be fast, otherwise 
the time will be too late.” 

Huh? 

Hearing Yue Feng’s call, Yan Luobing was very resistant, and immediately said angrily: 
“Why should I listen to you?” He said this, but he was a little curious in his heart. 

These pills are all rare spirit pills, Yue Feng actually wants to crush them all? Isn’t he 
coming in to rest? What the hell is going on? 



Seeing that she was still so arrogant at this time, Yue Feng couldn’t help laughing and 
crying: “If you don’t want to die, just listen to me, hurry up, we’re running out of time.” 

The moment the words fell, Yue Feng found three people from the corner of the room. 
Porcelain bottle out. 

call! 

Seeing his serious face, Yan Luobing hesitated, and finally walked to the table and 
carefully crushed the medicinal pill with a ruler. At the same time, he asked curiously, 
“What the hell are you doing?” 

Yue Feng, while checking the porcelain bottle, responded, “I want to make a new pill, 
but I don’t have any materials, so I can only crush these pills. Then extract the required 
ingredients.” 

Yes, Yue Feng entered the room for the purpose of refining ‘Shi Qing San’. When Yue 
Feng entered another continent, he used Shi Qingsan. This kind of Shiqingsan was to 
be secretly melted into the stone to make the stone lighter. 

This is why Yue Feng had to compete with Wei Dongxun just now. 

However, Yue Feng did not have any materials for refining Shiqingsan, so he could only 
extract it from the medicinal pills on his body, but the process was cumbersome and 
Yue Feng was too busy alone, so he let Yan Luobing come in together. 

What? 

Hearing these words, Yan Luobing was stunned for a moment, and looked at Yue Feng 
tightly, his eyes full of incredulity. 

What did he just say? Want to extract the useful ingredients in the medicine pill? 

In shock, Yan Luobing couldn’t help but say, “You…. can make alchemy?” 

“Yeah!” 

Yue Feng nodded and said with a smile: “What? I don’t look like it?” The 

voice fell, Yue Feng divided Yan Luobing’s crushed medicinal powder into three parts, 
poured them into the three porcelain bottles in front of him, and then quickly ignited 
them and began to refine them. 

This… 



Seeing that Yue Feng is so skilled, Yan Luobing’s delicate body trembled and she was 
completely stunned. 

This Yue Feng is really good at alchemy, and his method of alchemy is too simple, it 
looks like a child playing a house. Is it possible to successfully extract useful ingredients 
in this way? 

Speaking of which, Yan Luobing, as the leader of Wuyinmen, is well-informed and 
knows that refining medicine pills is very rigorous, but Yue Feng in front of her broke her 
cognition. 

Chi Chi Chi… Just when Yan Luobing 

was secretly shocked, the three porcelain vases continued to vibrate under the high 
temperature. 

Finally, a few minutes later, Yue Feng put out the fire and exhaled with a smile: “It’s 
done!” 

With that, Yue Feng poured out the powder from the three porcelain bottles, mixed them 
together, and continued refining. Everything was so orderly. 

call! 

Seeing this scene, Yan Luobing was stunned and stared at Yue Feng, speechless for a 
while. 

After a few more minutes, Shi Qingsan finally succeeded in refining. Yue Feng wiped 
his sweat and said with a smile: “Okay, it’s finally refined. With this thing, Wei Dongxun 
will lose.” 

As he said that, Yue Feng put Shi Qingsan away carefully, and then saw that the 
porcelain bottle was put back to its original position. 

After doing this, Yue Feng greeted Yan Luobing and walked out of the room. 

“Come out!” 

At this time, Wei Dongxun outside and the guards couldn’t wait, and when they saw Yue 
Feng come out, they were all relieved. 

Swish! 

In the next second, everyone’s eyes couldn’t help but focus on Yan Luobing. Seeing her 
blushing, she was very charming. Suddenly, everyone couldn’t help but whisper. 
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“It seems that she is really Mr. Yue Feng’s woman.” 

“Haha, yes, when I went in just now, my face was cold, and now she comes out with a 
red face, she must be nourished by Mr. Yue Feng. ….” 

“I have to say, Mr. Yue Feng’s woman is really beautiful, like a god…” 

In the hearts of these people, they thought that Yue Feng and Yan Luobing had been in 
the room for so long, they must be men and women It happened, but they didn’t know, 
Yan Luobing blushed because he was too close to the fire just now. 

Swish! 

Hearing the discussion around, Yan Luobing’s face turned even redder. She was 
ashamed and angry at the time, and glared at Yue Feng. 

It’s all this bastard. 

If he hadn’t pulled me into the room, I wouldn’t have been misunderstood by the people 
around me at this time. 

In shame, Yan Luobing wanted to explain, but he held back. He was the leader of the 
killer organization, and he was opposed to these guards. How could they believe their 
words? 

I am afraid that the more you explain, the more misunderstood the other party will be. 

Hehe… 

At this moment, Wei Dongxun came over and smiled at Yue Feng with a deep face: “Mr. 
Yue Feng, have you rested?” When he spoke, Wei Dongxun couldn’t help but glance at 
his face. Luo Bing. 

Like everyone around, Wei Dongxun also thought that Yue Feng and Yan Luobing were 
really resting when they entered the room just now… 

um! 

Seeing that everyone had misunderstood, Yue Feng didn’t explain, and nodded with a 
smile: “Rest now. Commander Wei, please ask first.” After speaking, he made a gesture 
of invitation. 

“it is good!” 



Wei Dongxun nodded and said politely, “Then I’ll be more respectful than obedient.” 
When the voice fell, Wei Dongxun took off his armor, revealing his solid muscles, and 
walked slowly to the boulder. 

At this moment, all the eyes of the audience focused on Wei Dongxun. 

call! 

Many guards were incomparable admiration when they saw Wei Dongxun’s burly figure. 

“As expected of the commander, it’s too burly!” 

“Yeah, if only I were this strong…” 

“This boulder weighs thousands of pounds, but it doesn’t look like it’s too difficult for 
Commander Wei. 

” The discussion kept coming, Wei Dongxun didn’t have the slightest pride, at this 
moment he took a deep breath, wrapped his arms around the boulder, and his whole 
body exploded with strength. 

“Ha…” 

At this moment, Wei Dongxun shouted loudly, blue veins protruding all over his body, 
and his face became extremely red due to the congestion. 

Crunching… 

Under Wei Dongxun’s powerful strength, he heard a loud vibration from the boulder. 

Seeing this scene, many people present couldn’t help exclaiming. Looking at Wei 
Dongxun’s eyes, they couldn’t hide their shock and excitement… 

“I’m going to lift it up!” 

“Leading power is simply divine. Ah.” 

“What a powerful force…” 

Wei Dongxun exerted his strength again amid the exclamations of the crowd, and saw 
the boulder leave the ground little by little, and was slowly picked up by him. At this 
time, Wei Dongxun The power has been driven to the peak, and his eyes are blood red 
and blood red, like a god of war. 

I go… 



At this moment, Yue Feng was also secretly amazed. 

It has to be said that Wei Dongxun’s strength is really strong, such a huge boulder that 
weighs thousands of catties is actually held up by him, which is really divine. Based on 
strength alone, I’m definitely not an opponent, but unfortunately, in order to save Yan 
Luobing, I had to use some small tricks. 

Yan Luobing’s delicate face was indescribably complicated. 

This Wei Dongxun is so powerful, he has already picked up the boulder at this time, and 
Yue Feng relies on the refined powder, can he win? 

“Ah…” 

At this moment, Wei Dongxun shouted again, the whole body’s strength exploded 
completely, and then slowly lifted the boulder above his head. 

Seeing this scene, the guards present couldn’t help cheering. 

“The commander is mighty!” 

“It’s so powerful that he even lifted it above his head!” 

“The commander is really powerful.” 

While cheering, many guards looked at Yue Feng with sympathy. This Mr. Yue Feng 
looked so thin, I’m afraid this The next test is about to fail. 

Aware of everyone’s eyes, Yue Feng’s face was leisurely. 

“Hey!” 

At this moment, Yan Luobing couldn’t help but whisper: “This Wei Dongxun has already 
lifted the boulder, are you still sure of winning?” 

Hehe! 

Yue Feng smiled lightly and replied in a low voice, “It’s a piece of cake.” 
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Yan Luobing didn’t bother to ask again when he saw his unassuming look. 

Bang! 



At this moment, Wei Dongxun lifted the boulder for five or six seconds, but he couldn’t 
hold it any longer. He smashed the boulder to the ground with a loose hand, and let out 
a roar. 

At this time, Wei Dongxun’s eyes were bloodshot, and he couldn’t hide his tiredness. He 
had almost exhausted all of his strength when he lifted the heavy boulder just now, and 
he was still able to stand at this time, which was already very good. 

However, Wei Dongxun did not have the slightest pride in his heart, instead it was a 
little complicated. 

Speaking of which, Wei Dongxun originally wanted to covertly waterproof it, but he had 
already lifted the boulder just now, and he couldn’t release the water if he wanted to. 
When Yue Feng couldn’t win, what should he do with his woman? 

Whoa! 

Just when Wei Dongxun was thinking about this, the guards around him quickly 
surrounded him, complimenting him. 

“Commander’s divine power.” 

“It was an eye-opener just now.” 

Papapa… 

At the same time, Yue Feng couldn’t help but clapped his hands and walked over to Wei 
Dongxun and said, “Commander Wei It’s really divine power, it seems that I’m going to 
win this game, I’m afraid it won’t be easy.” 

Phew! 

Hearing Yue Feng’s admiration, Wei Dongxun smiled bitterly and said humbly, “Mr. Yue 
Feng is too praised.” 

At the same time, the surrounding guards looked at Yue Feng with extremely 
complicated expressions. The boulder was raised above his head. It was difficult for Mr. 
Yue Feng to lift it, and he was afraid that it would be difficult to win. 

“All right!” 

Just when everyone was thinking about it, Yue Feng moved his hands and feet and said 
to Wei Dongxun: “Commander Wei’s performance just now was really wonderful, now 
it’s me.” 

What? 



Hearing this, the surrounding guards were shocked. 

Mr. Yue Feng….isn’t it crazy? 

In the current situation, there is no need to compare at all. Commander Wei has raised 
his head above his head, and he will definitely win. No matter how he compares, he will 
lose. 

At the same time, Wei Dongxun also had a complicated face, just because he didn’t 
secretly release water just now, he said to Yue Feng in a complicated tone: “Mr. Yue 
Feng…you…do you really want to continue 

the competition?” Wei Dongxun at the time was very nervous, and at the same time a 
little regretful. 

He was not afraid that Yue Feng would lose, but he was afraid that Yue Feng would hurt 
himself when he waited to move the stone, which would be troublesome. After all, Mr. 
Yue Feng was a celebrity beside the Queen. 

If I had known this earlier, I should not have agreed to the competition from the 
beginning. 

Ha ha! 

Hearing Wei Dongxun’s words, Yue Feng smiled slightly and waved his hand: “Of 
course we will continue the comparison. Men have to keep their word, and Commander 
Wei doesn’t have to worry about me getting hurt.” 

“Don’t forget, it was discussed with Dushi before. “The 

voice fell, and Yue Feng strode to the boulder. 

well! 

Seeing Yue Feng insisting on the comparison, everyone around couldn’t help but sigh. 

At this time, Yue Feng took advantage of everyone’s inattention, and quietly smeared 
Shi Qingsan on the boulder, and shouted in a pretentious manner: “Big stone, gigantic 
stone, you promised me just now that you can’t hurt me. 

” At this, everyone laughed bitterly. 

In order to save people, Mr. Yue Feng won’t have any mental problems, and he has 
been communicating with Shishi all the time… 

“Get up!” 



Just when everyone was secretly helpless, they heard Yue Feng yell, his hands 
clenched tightly. Holding the boulder, he picked it up suddenly, then dragged the bottom 
with one hand and lifted the boulder above his head. 

What? 

Seeing this scene, both Wei Dongxun and the guards present were shocked and 
dumbfounded. 

This… so easy to lift? 

And it’s one-handed… 

how the hell did he do it? 

Especially Wei Dongxun, watching Yue Feng closely at this moment, his mind buzzing, 
almost blank. 

how can that be? 

Wei Dongxun lifted the boulder just now, and even how heavy the boulder was. With his 
strength, it was a miracle that he could lift it above his head, but Yue Feng, who was in 
front of him, could lift it with one hand. 

No one would believe it if they hadn’t seen it with their own eyes. 

Hiss… 

At the same time, Yan Luobing also trembled, looking at Yue Feng, completely stunned. 

What kind of loose powder he made just now is really amazing. Such a huge stone was 
lifted up by him with ease. Although this man speaks in a glib manner, he has to admit 
that he is really capable. 

 


